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and shame.

' These teem trite teachings, and
jet how true 1 Who will succeed
in a business for which he hat no
taste! Who can be vile and long
play the gentleman! Who can
long be auccefbful in playing any
false part! There is but one con-
dition of real growth and progress:
fea.c non videri" to be and not
to seem. Tbe germ of, life that
grows and develops is the true
and natural one, and that it is that
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tells how the vignette on
the cover of the Overland Monthly,
of California, was adopted. The
publishers bad accepted the picture
of a grizzly bear which forms part
of the present design, and showed
it to the editor. Bret Hart, for his
approval. He took hit pencil and
drew under tbe feet of the animal
two parallel lines, indicating a rail.
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